There has been much public discussion on the effect pesticides have on our avian population. MSA is sympathetic to the problem, however our job is to provide better safety for humans.

Some men seem to ignore the danger pesticides represent to humans. They forget that breathing toxic air is as hazardous as having poison injected into the blood stream. Some can't be bothered with cumbersome gear. Maybe they haven't heard about the improvements in comfort and safety that MSA has developed.

Take the new MSA chin-style mask shown above. Heart of the mask is the newly developed oval GMP Chin Canister. Developed especially for pesticide protection, the canister provides improved service life and greatly reduced breathing resistance. The Clearvue® face piece is so comfortable to wear, you feel pampered, not hampered. View is wide. Your eyes are protected.

For some, the MSA industrial size mask (at left) is more suitable or convenient. It lasts longer. The unique nylon harness is most comfortable, easy to take on and off.

In the equipment that protects human lives, MSA never stops seeking improvements. That's why we have engineered the most complete line of safety products—masks, respirators, protective clothing, HCN detectors and much more that your MSA representative will be pleased to show you. Give him a call or write Mine Safety Appliances Co., Pittsburgh 8, Pa.